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IIEmeritalia manufactures vacuum cleaners for dental
technician benches and goldsmith's laboratories,
compatible with any type of equipment used and
integrable to the workstation in over-counter or
under-counter mode. The high power combined with
the low noise level of Emeritalia's vacuum cleaners
ensure greater work efficiency and the highest
standards of cleanliness and safety, thanks to the
punctual suction and multilayer filtering of dust
generated during processing.



- IMMAGINI A SOLO SCOPO ILLUSTRATIVO -
L’azienda si riserva il diritto di modificare caratteristiche estetiche e tecniche senza preavviso

Practicality of use: LABÒ vacuum cleaners are extremely
immediate to connect (by Plug&Play connection),
operate, clean and maintain. They are equipped with
EMC control, which automatically manages start/stop
phases and as weel suction power.

Powerful, quiet, clean: LABÒ vacuum cleaners are
extremely powerful while being surprisingly quiet at the
same time. Absolute cleanliness is ensured by a multi-
level filtration system.
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Large quantities of milling and fine powders put quickly
your CAM unit in critical condition: they must be
removed quickly and effectively.
LABÒ CAM vacuums remove dust from milling 
machine and the highly effective filtering system 
reliably picks it up. 

Connecting the vacuum to the CAM unit. The interface
connection ensures that the CAM unit and the vacuum
device communicate perfectly to automatically manage
start and stop. For the toughest jobs, the LABÒ CAM is
also available with brushless motor.
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The best vacuum cleaner for workbenches
and equipment for every modern dental
and goldsmith laboratory. 
LABÒ vacuum cleaners effectively remove
dust from equipment, and the highly
efficient filtering system reliably captures it.

Connectable to all devices thanks to EMC
control that handles automatic and/or
manual startup. Equipped with suction
power regulator and filter shaker
(according to model) to preserve the motor
filter protection . Front door for quick
maintenance and/or filter replacement.

Brush

M Class bag

Remote
control kit

REMOTE CONTROL
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Linea completa di aspiratori per il settore dentale e orafo.
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